
DYCOOKGYBVNSXKQBKSXYPCKXNKXNKROKFOXSXKGSVNPVYGOBRYVNSXPSXSDISXDROZKVWYPIYE
BRKXNKXNODOBXSDISXKXRYEBKBYLSXBONLBOKCDSXKMKQOZEDCKVVROKFOXSXKBKQOKNYFORYE
COPSVVNGSDRNYFOCPZSQOYXCCRENNOBCROVVDRBQKVVSDCBOQSYXCKNYQCDKBFNKDRSCWKCDOB
CQKDOZBONSMDCDROBESXYPDROCDKDOKRYBCOWSCECNEZYXDROBYKNMKVVCDYROKFOXPYBREWKX
LVYYNOKMRYEDMBIYPDROREXDONRKBOKPSLBOPBYWDROLBKSXNYOCDOKBKCUIVKBUGYEXNONSXD
ROGSXQKMROBELSWNYOCMOKCODYCSXQDROQKWOMYMUMVSZNPKBWNPYBPSQRDNYOCDROBSCSXQCE
XKPPBSQRDOFOBIGYVPCPVSYXCRYGVBKSCOCPBYWROVVKREWKXCYEVDROGSVNNOOBVGKXNBSXQR
OBOPDROBOUOOZCDROREWKXCYEVPBYWMKBODROVKWLWSCECNLBOONCZELVSMCDBSPOKXNIODPYB
QSFOCDROLEDMROBCUXSPODROLKDDRKDPVSDCKDMVYCOYPOFORKCVOPDDROLBKSXDRKDGYXDLOV
SOFODROYGVDRKDMKVVCEZYXDROXSQRDCZOKUCDROEXLOVSOFOBCPBSQRDROGRYCRKVVREBDDRO
VSDDVOGBOXCRKVVXOFOBLOLOVYFNLIWOXROGRYDROYHDYGBKDRRKCWYFNCRKVVXOFOBLOLIGYW
KXVYFNDROGKXDYXLYIDRKDUSVVCDROPVICRKVVPOOVDROCZSNOBCOXWSDIROGRYDYBWOXDCDRO
MRKPOBCCZBSDOGOKFOCKLYGOBSXOXNVOCCXSQRDDROMKDDOBZSVVOBYXDROVOKPBOZOKDCDYDR
OODRIWYDROBCQBSOPUSVVXYDDROWYDRXYBLEDDOBPVIPYBDROVKCDTENQWOXDNBKGODRXSQRRO
GRYCRKVVDBKSXDRORYBCODYGKBCRKVVXOFOBZKCCDROZYVKBLKBDROLOQQKBCNYQPGSNYGCMKD
POONDROWPDRYEGSVDQBYGPKDDROQXKDDRKDCSXQCRSCCEWWOBCCYXQZYSCYXQODCPBYWCVKXNO
BCDYXQEODROZYSCYXYPDROCXKUOPXOGDSCDROCGOKDYPOXFICPYYDDROZYSCYXYPDRORYXOILO
OSCDROKBDSCDCTOKVYECIDROZBSXMOCBYLOCPLOQQKBCBKQCKBODYKNCDYYVCYXDROWSCOBCLK
QCKDBEDRDRKDCDYVNGSDRLKNSXDOXDLOKDCKVVDROVSOCIYEMKXSXFOXDSDSCBSQRDSDCRYEVN
LOCYWKXGKCWKNOPYBTYIPGYOKXNGROXDRSCGOBSQRDVIUXYGDRBYDROGYBVNGOCKPOVIQYTYIP
GYOKBOGYFOXPSXOKMVYDRSXQPYBDROCYEVNSFSXOEXNOBOFOBIQBSOPPZSXOBEXCKTYIGSDRCS
VUOXDGSXODROLKLOSCWYBODRKXCGKNVSXQLKXNCDRBYEQRYEDKVVDROCOREWKXVKXNCDYYVCGO
BOWKNOPLYBXGOBORKXNCOFOBIPKBWOBEXNOBCDKXNCOFOBIDOKBPBYWOFOBIOIOLOMYWOCKLKL
OSXODOBXSDIDRSCSCMKEQRDLIPOWKVOCLBSQRDKXNBODEBXNDYSDCYGXNOVSQRDDROLVOKDDRO
LKBULOVVYGPBYKBKBOGKFOCDRKDLOKDYXROKFOXCCRYBODROLKLODRKDGOOZCDROBYNLOXOKDR
GBSDOCBOFOXQOSXBOKVWCYPNOKDRDROLOQQKBCBKQCPVEDDOBSXQSXKSBNYOCDYBKQCDROROKF
OXCDOKBDROCYVNSOBKBWNGSDRCGYBNPQEXZKVCSONCDBSUOCDROCEWWOBCCEXDROZYYBWKXCPK
BDRSXQSCGYBDRWYBODRKXKVVDROQYVNYXKPBSMCCRYBOYXOWSDOGBEXQPBYWDROVKLBOBCRKXN
CCRKVVLEIPCOVVDROWSCOBCVKXNCYBSPZBYDOMDONPBYWYXRSQRNYOCDRKDGRYVOXKDSYXCOVV
PLEIROGRYWYMUCDROSXPKXDCPKSDRCRKVVLOWYMUNSXKQOPNOKDRROGRYCRKVVDOKMRDROMRSV
NDYNYELDDROBYDDSXQQBKFOCRKVVXOOBQODYEDROGRYBOCZOMDCDROSXPKXDCPKSDRDBSEWZRC
YFOBROVVPNOKDRDROMRSVNCDYICPDROYVNWKXCBOKCYXCKBODROPBESDCYPDRODGYCOKCYXCDR
OAEOCDSYXOBGRYCSDCCYCVICRKVVXOFOBUXYGRYGDYBOZVIROGRYBOZVSOCDYGYBNCYPNYELDN
YDRZEDDROVSQRDYPUXYGVONQOYEDDROCDBYXQOCDZYSCYXOFOBUXYGXMKWOPBYWMKOCKBCVKEB
OVMBYGXXYEQRDMKXNOPYBWDROREWKXBKMOVSUODYDROKBWYEBCSBYXLBKMOGROXQYVNPQOWCKN
YBXDROZVYGDYZOKMOPEVKBDCCRKVVOXFILYGKBSNNVOYBDROMBSMUODCMBISCDYNYELDKPSDBO
ZVIDROOWWODCSXMRPOKQVOCWSVOWKUOVKWOZRSVYCYZRIDYCWSVOROGRYNYELDCPBYWGRKDROC
OOCGSVVXOOBLOVSOFONYGRKDIYEZVOKCOSPDROCEXPWYYXCRYEVNNYELDDROINSWWONSKDOVIQ
YYEDDYLOSXKZKCCSYXIYEQYYNWKINYLEDXYQYYNSPKZKCCSYXSCSXIYEDROGRYBOPQKWLVOBLI
DROCDKDOVSMOXMNLESVNDRKDXKDSYXCPKDODRORKBVYDCMBIPBYWCDBOODDYCDBOODCRKVVGOK
FOYVNOXQVKXNCGSXNSXQCROODDROGSXXOBCCRYEDDROVYCOBCMEBCONKXMOLOPYBONOKNOXQVK
XNCROKBCOOFOBIXSQRDPOFOBIWYBXCYWODYWSCOBIKBOLYBXOFOBIWYBXKXNOFOBIXSQRDCYWO
KBOLYBXDYCGOODNOVSQRDCYWOKBOLYBXDYCGOODNOVSQRDCYWOKBOLYBXDYOXNVOCCXSQRDGOK
BOVONDYLOVSOFOKVSOGROXGOCOOXYDDRBYDROOIOGRSMRGKCLYBXSXKXSQRDDYZOBSCRSXKXSQ
RDGROXDROCYEVCVOZDSXLOKWCYPVSQRDQYNKZZOKBCPQYNSCVSQRDDYDRYCOZYYBCYEVCGRYNG
OVVSXXSQRDLEDNYOCKREWKXPYBWNSCZVKIDYDRYCOGRYNGOVVSXBOKVWCYPNKIABCDEFGHIJKL

Code-breaking and 
information theory

by Chris H. Rycroft 
Harvard University



Outline
A history of cryptography

Information theory

Secure internet communication

Claude Shannon’s seminal work on a theory of 
communication

Historical ciphers, simple solution methods, the 
Enigma machine from World War II

How modern day cryptography works to secure 
bank details and internet purchases



Early cryptography
• Cryptography has been used since ancient times to 

protect sensitive information 
• Early examples found in India and Mesopotamia 
• Hebrew scholars used the Atbash cipher, reversing 

the letters in their alphabet

A
B
C

Z
Y
X

HELLO

SVOOL



The Caesar cipher
• Julius Caesar used simple cipher for 

coding messages 

• Can choose any shift: 25 combinations

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABC

HELLO

KHOOR

"If he had anything confidential to say, he wrote it in 
cipher, that is, by so changing the order of the letters of 
the alphabet, that not a word could be made out. If 
anyone wishes to decipher these, and get at their 
meaning, he must substitute the fourth letter of the 
alphabet, namely D, for A, and so with the others." 

shift by 3



A Caesar cipher message
LUAX YIUXK GTJ YKBKT EKGXY GMU UAX LGZNKXY HXUAMNZ LUXZN UT ZNOY IUTZOTKTZ, 
G TKC TGZOUT, IUTIKOBKJ OT ROHKXZE, GTJ JKJOIGZKJ ZU ZNK VXUVUYOZOUT ZNGZ 
GRR SKT GXK IXKGZKJ KWAGR.

TUC CK GXK KTMGMKJ OT G MXKGZ IOBOR CGX, ZKYZOTM CNKZNKX ZNGZ TGZOUT, UX 
GTE TGZOUT YU IUTIKOBKJ GTJ YU JKJOIGZKJ, IGT RUTM KTJAXK. CK GXK SKZ UT G 
MXKGZ HGZZRK-LOKRJ UL ZNGZ CGX. CK NGBK IUSK ZU JKJOIGZK G VUXZOUT UL ZNGZ 
LOKRJ, GY G LOTGR XKYZOTM VRGIK LUX ZNUYK CNU NKXK MGBK ZNKOX ROBKY ZNGZ 
ZNGZ TGZOUT SOMNZ ROBK. OZ OY GRZUMKZNKX LOZZOTM GTJ VXUVKX ZNGZ CK YNUARJ 
JU ZNOY.

HAZ, OT G RGXMKX YKTYK, CK IGT TUZ JKJOIGZK -- CK IGT TUZ IUTYKIXGZK -- CK 
IGT TUZ NGRRUC -- ZNOY MXUATJ. ZNK HXGBK SKT, ROBOTM GTJ JKGJ, CNU 
YZXAMMRKJ NKXK, NGBK IUTYKIXGZKJ OZ, LGX GHUBK UAX VUUX VUCKX ZU GJJ UX 
JKZXGIZ. ZNK CUXRJ CORR ROZZRK TUZK, TUX RUTM XKSKSHKX CNGZ CK YGE NKXK, 
HAZ OZ IGT TKBKX LUXMKZ CNGZ ZNKE JOJ NKXK. OZ OY LUX AY ZNK ROBOTM, 
XGZNKX, ZU HK JKJOIGZKJ NKXK ZU ZNK ATLOTOYNKJ CUXQ CNOIN ZNKE CNU LUAMNZ 
NKXK NGBK ZNAY LGX YU TUHRE GJBGTIKJ. OZ OY XGZNKX LUX AY ZU HK NKXK 
JKJOIGZKJ ZU ZNK MXKGZ ZGYQ XKSGOTOTM HKLUXK AY -- ZNGZ LXUS ZNKYK NUTUXKJ 
JKGJ CK ZGQK OTIXKGYKJ JKBUZOUT ZU ZNGZ IGAYK LUX CNOIN ZNKE MGBK ZNK RGYZ 
LARR SKGYAXK UL JKBUZOUT -- ZNGZ CK NKXK NOMNRE XKYURBK ZNGZ ZNKYK JKGJ 
YNGRR TUZ NGBK JOKJ OT BGOT -- ZNGZ ZNOY TGZOUT, ATJKX MUJ, YNGRR NGBK G 
TKC HOXZN UL LXKKJUS -- GTJ ZNGZ MUBKXTSKTZ UL ZNK VKUVRK, HE ZNK VKUVRK, 
LUX ZNK VKUVRK, YNGRR TUZ VKXOYN LXUS ZNK KGXZN.



Letter frequencies
A useful tool in codebreaking is to look at the 
frequencies of letters. English letters occur 
with different frequencies.

Quick quiz:

What letters are most common?

What letters are least common?



English letter frequencies
Fr

eq
ue

nc
y 

(%
)

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Letter
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z



Compare to the message
Fr

eq
ue

nc
y 

(%
)

0

4

8

12

16

Letter
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

English
Coded messageshift back by 6



Alignment
Fr

eq
ue

nc
y 

(%
)

0

4

8

12

16

Letter
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

English
Coded message (shifted)



Decoded message
LUAX YIUXK GTJ YKBKT EKGXY GMU UAX LGZNKXY HXUAMNZ LUXZN UT ZNOY IUTZOTKTZ, 
G TKC TGZOUT, IUTIKOBKJ OT ROHKXZE, GTJ JKJOIGZKJ ZU ZNK VXUVUYOZOUT ZNGZ 
GRR SKT GXK IXKGZKJ KWAGR.

TUC CK GXK KTMGMKJ OT G MXKGZ IOBOR CGX, ZKYZOTM CNKZNKX ZNGZ TGZOUT, UX 
GTE TGZOUT YU IUTIKOBKJ GTJ YU JKJOIGZKJ, IGT RUTM KTJAXK. CK GXK SKZ UT G 
MXKGZ HGZZRK-LOKRJ UL ZNGZ CGX. CK NGBK IUSK ZU JKJOIGZK G VUXZOUT UL ZNGZ 
LOKRJ, GY G LOTGR XKYZOTM VRGIK LUX ZNUYK CNU NKXK MGBK ZNKOX ROBKY ZNGZ 
ZNGZ TGZOUT SOMNZ ROBK. OZ OY GRZUMKZNKX LOZZOTM GTJ VXUVKX ZNGZ CK YNUARJ 
JU ZNOY.

HAZ, OT G RGXMKX YKTYK, CK IGT TUZ JKJOIGZK -- CK IGT TUZ IUTYKIXGZK -- CK 
IGT TUZ NGRRUC -- ZNOY MXUATJ. ZNK HXGBK SKT, ROBOTM GTJ JKGJ, CNU 
YZXAMMRKJ NKXK, NGBK IUTYKIXGZKJ OZ, LGX GHUBK UAX VUUX VUCKX ZU GJJ UX 
JKZXGIZ. ZNK CUXRJ CORR ROZZRK TUZK, TUX RUTM XKSKSHKX CNGZ CK YGE NKXK, 
HAZ OZ IGT TKBKX LUXMKZ CNGZ ZNKE JOJ NKXK. OZ OY LUX AY ZNK ROBOTM, 
XGZNKX, ZU HK JKJOIGZKJ NKXK ZU ZNK ATLOTOYNKJ CUXQ CNOIN ZNKE CNU LUAMNZ 
NKXK NGBK ZNAY LGX YU TUHRE GJBGTIKJ. OZ OY XGZNKX LUX AY ZU HK NKXK 
JKJOIGZKJ ZU ZNK MXKGZ ZGYQ XKSGOTOTM HKLUXK AY -- ZNGZ LXUS ZNKYK NUTUXKJ 
JKGJ CK ZGQK OTIXKGYKJ JKBUZOUT ZU ZNGZ IGAYK LUX CNOIN ZNKE MGBK ZNK RGYZ 
LARR SKGYAXK UL JKBUZOUT -- ZNGZ CK NKXK NOMNRE XKYURBK ZNGZ ZNKYK JKGJ 
YNGRR TUZ NGBK JOKJ OT BGOT -- ZNGZ ZNOY TGZOUT, ATJKX MUJ, YNGRR NGBK G 
TKC HOXZN UL LXKKJUS -- GTJ ZNGZ MUBKXTSKTZ UL ZNK VKUVRK, HE ZNK VKUVRK, 
LUX ZNK VKUVRK, YNGRR TUZ VKXOYN LXUS ZNK KGXZN.

Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on this continent, 
a new nation, conceived in Liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that 
all men are created equal.

Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that nation, or 
any nation so conceived and so dedicated, can long endure. We are met on a 
great battle-field of that war. We have come to dedicate a portion of that 
field, as a final resting place for those who here gave their lives that 
that nation might live. It is altogether fitting and proper that we should 
do this.

But, in a larger sense, we can not dedicate -- we can not consecrate -- we 
can not hallow -- this ground. The brave men, living and dead, who 
struggled here, have consecrated it, far above our poor power to add or 
detract. The world will little note, nor long remember what we say here, 
but it can never forget what they did here. It is for us the living, 
rather, to be dedicated here to the unfinished work which they who fought 
here have thus far so nobly advanced. It is rather for us to be here 
dedicated to the great task remaining before us -- that from these honored 
dead we take increased devotion to that cause for which they gave the last 
full measure of devotion -- that we here highly resolve that these dead 
shall not have died in vain -- that this nation, under God, shall have a 
new birth of freedom -- and that government of the people, by the people, 
for the people, shall not perish from the earth.



The scytale
• The Caesar cipher relies on substitution: each 

letter is replaced by another 
• Another approach is transposition, whereby the 

ordering of the letters is scrambled 
• The scytale is an early example of this, used by 

the Greeks for military
communications



An improved substitution 
cipher

• Instead of applying a simple shift, we could devise 
more complicated mappings of the letters, such as 
by using a keyword

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

DRAGONFLYBCEHIJKMPQSTUVWXZ

• This provides many more possibilities for how to 
encode messages

Keyword Others



Vigenère cipher

• A weakness of the simple substitution cipher is that 
each letter always encodes to the same thing. It is 
called a monoalphabetic cipher. 

• The Vigenère cipher is an early example of a 
polyalphabetic cipher, encoding letters to different 
things 

• Named after Blaise de Vigenère (1523–1596), but 
described earlier by Giovan Battista Bellaso



Vigenère 
cipher

• Use a tabula recta, to 
easily convert two letters 
into another 

• Choose a keyword, e.g. 
ABBEYROAD 

• Encode as follows:

WEALLLIVEINAYELLOWSUBMARINE

WFBPJCWVHIOBCCCZOZSVCQYIWNH
ABBEYROADABBEYROADABBEYROAD

Original
Keywords
Encoded



Vigenère’s autokey cipher
• An improvement can be made by using the 

autokey cipher (developed by Vigenère). After 
using the keyword once, the message itself is used 
as the key:

WEALLLIVEINAYELLOWSUBMARINE

WFBPJCWVHERAJPWTJAAHBKECTBA
ABBEYROADWEALLLIVEINAYELLOW

Original
Keyword+orig.

Encoded



Cryptography in the great wars
• In World Wars I and II, 

cryptography played a 
crucial role in diplomatic 
and military 
communication 

• The Zimmerman 
telegram was partly 
responsible for the entry 
of the United States 
into World War I



Cryptography in the great wars
• Sent by Arthur Zimmerman 

to the German ambassador 
in Mexico, proposing an 
alliance 

• Numbers corresponded to 
words 

• British codebreaker Nigel 
de Grey decoded message 
using previously captured 
codebooks



Decoding the Zimmerman telegram

Encoded message Codewords Decoded message



World War II: the Enigma 
Machine

• A big weakness of codebooks: 
once they are captured, the 
code becomes useless 

• Arthur Scherbius (1878–1929) 
developed the Enigma machine, 
an electromechanical device 
that was much more difficult to 
decrypt 

• Can be programmed with many 
different settings—capturing 
one is insufficient



Enigma: main components

Rotors
Each rotor scrambles the letters 
alphabet. Each key press 
advances the rotors so that a 
different scramble will happen.

Plugboard
Provides additional security by 
swapping certain pairs of letters



Online enigma demo
• This website provides an interactive demo of the 

Enigma machine 

• As seen in the demo, Enigma always swaps pairs of 
letters: if Q goes to L then L goes to Q. 

• Hence the same machine can be used decryption. 
With the same machine settings, feeding in a coded 
message will reveal the original.

http://enigmaco.de/enigma/enigma.html

http://enigmaco.de/enigma/enigma.html


Difficulties with breaking 
Enigma

• Small, easily replaceable books provide the 
machine settings that change daily 

• The first six letters provide the three rotor settings 
repeated twice for the remainder of the message. 
For example 

• Then EWD would be used to set the rotor 
positions unique to this message

FWPSCP EWDEWD



Early attempts at decryption
• The Polish Cipher Bureau (especially Marian 

Rejewski) led some of the early attempts to 
break German codes, including Enigma 

• Some early methods involved direct analysis 
of the code: 
• Since key was sent twice, that provides 

information about the settings 
• A letter never encodes to itself 
• Senders were often lazy and repeated the 

same key sequence, providing further 
information



Early attempts at decryption
• Rejewski also invented a bomba kryptologiczna: a machine 

for automatically testing the different settings 

• In 1938, the Germans added two further rotors, greatly 
expanding the number of possibilities 

• During WWII British codebreaking efforts were based on 
Bletchley Park and involved Alan Turing, a famous 
computer scientist

The bomb method, invented in the autumn of 1938, consisted largely in the 
automation and acceleration of the process of reconstructing daily keys. Each 
cryptologic bomb essentially constituted an electrically powered aggregate of 
six Enigmas. It took the place of about one hundred workers and shortened 

the time for obtaining a key to about two hours.



Possible combinations

159,000,000,000,000,000,000 combinations!

Image from The Imitation Game, The Weinstein Company, 2014.



The British Bombe
• Turing designed the British 

Bombe around more general 
principles 

• Searched for expected 
words in the decrypted 
message 

• Narrowed down possibilities 
for further analysis



Part II: Information 
theory



Claude Shannon (1916–2001)
• Born in Petoskey, Michigan 
• Completed two undergraduate 

degrees at the University of 
Michigan 

• Master’s thesis in electrical 
engineering on binary arithmetic 
revolutionized electrical 
engineering and formed the basic 
of digital circuit design 

• Was also involved in code 
breaking during World War 2

Shannon (+ robotic mouse)



Shannon’s paper

Available in full at http://math.harvard.edu/~ctm/home/text/others/shannon/entropy/entropy.pdf

http://math.harvard.edu/~ctm/home/text/others/shannon/entropy/entropy.pdf




Messages take many forms
• There are many ways to communicate 
• Messages take many different forms

Electronic 
• Email 
• Text message 
• …

Audio 
• English 
• French 
• Mandarin 
• Arabic

Visual 
• Sign language 
• Semaphore 
• …



Binary

• Paper also chooses to specifically measure 
information in terms of binary digits 

• First use of the word “bit”, which is now ubiquitous 
(e.g. smartphone download speeds quoted in 
Mbit/s, etc.) 

• Binary is highly practical for digital electronic 
circuitry



Counting in binary
• In decimal notation, each number is multiplied by a 

power of 10. 

• In binary notation each number is multiplied by a 
power of 2.

1729 = 1×1000 + 7×100 + 2×10 + 9
= 1×103 + 7×102 + 2×101 + 9

10110 = 1×16 + 0×8 + 1×4 + 1×2 + 0
= 1×24 + 0×23 + 1×22 + 1×21 + 0



Counting in binary

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111

With four bits of information we can encode 16 numbers 

Decimal Binary BinaryDecimal

This is because 16 = 24



Number of bits required
• Suppose you want to represent N numbers. How 

many bits b do you need? 

• This can be solved in terms of a logarithm

2b = N

b = log2 N



Teletype
• Originated in early twentieth 

century for sending messages of 
text electronically 

• Could also be used to archive text

Encyclopædia Britannica



ASCII
• Developed from teleprinter 

codes 
• 7 bits of information: 

27 = 128 combinations 
• First commercial usage in 

1963 
• Lyndon Johnson mandates 

that all computers purchased 
by the government support 
ASCII 

• Leads to near-universal 
adoption

American Standard Code for Information Interchange



Unicode

By using more bits, extensions such as UTF-8, UTF-16, UTF-32 
offer near-universal support for international characters (even for 
languages with large numbers of characters like Chinese)



Bit rate
• Shannon introduces a channel transmission 

rate C, expressed in terms of bits/time 
• Teletype printer in video prints 

approximately five characters per second 
• Each character contains five bits of 

information 
• C = 25 bits/second



Partial information quiz
To see a world in a grain of sand

The five boxing wizards jump quickly

W_l_ d_n_ i_ b_t_e_ t_a_ w_l_ s_i_

H_r_a_d _n_v_r_i_y



Partial information quiz

Harvard University

To see a world in a grain of sand

Well done is better than well said

The five boxing wizards jump quickly
William Blake

Pangram

Benjamin Franklin



Amount of information
• For the purposes of communication, Shannon was 

interested in how much information is in a 
particular source 

• The previous examples show that English 
frequently contains redundant information—
English is not an arbitrary string of letters 

• Perhaps we could exploit this to communicate 
faster



In Shannon’s paper, he constructs a sequence of approximations to English 
that each contain more structure, thereby highlighting the redundancy.



Notes: 
Each letter of a mystery text message was revealed one-by-one. Before each letter 
was revealed, plausible guesses were listed. The number of plausible guesses varies 
dramatically. The most information about the message is revealed when there were 
many guesses.



Defining information
• The amount of information (measured in bits) 

obtained when observing an event with some 
probability p is 

• For example the chance that a fair coin comes up 
heads is 0.5. The information we receive on 
observing it is

log2 1/p

log2 1/0.5 = log2 2 = 1
We obtain 1 bit of information.



Exploiting this idea
• Shannon used this idea of information to create a 

fundamental limit on how fast messages can be 
transferred using a particular communication 
method 

• He also generalized this to cases when the 
communication method is susceptible to noise (e.g. 
some bits might be corrupted) 

• Nowadays, these ideas are widely taught in 
universities and are the foundation of practical 
communication engineering



Part III: Secure 
internet communication



Modern cryptography: the 
internet

• Cryptography is an 
essential part of the 
internet 

• When we check our 
bank account, enter 
our credit card 
details, we are 
trusting cryptography 
to make sure those 
messages are secure

Internet visualization from the Opte Project (www.opte.org)

http://www.opte.org


Standard cryptography model

• A standard model in cryptography is to consider 
sending messages between two people called Alice 
and Bob 

• They communicate via the internet, and we must 
assume everything they send could be intercepted

👩 🧔
Alice Bob

Internet



👩 🧔
Alice Bob

Eve the eavesdropper 
can see everything 
that Alice and Bob 
send each other

If Alice and Bob had 
previously met and 
agreed on a key, then 
Eve could not decode 
the message

🔑

Key sent via 
prior meeting

Message
🔒

👱
Eve



👩 🧔
Alice Bob

👱
Eve

But we frequently 
communicate with 
people on the 
internet we have 
never met before.

It seems hopeless. 
Eve can see 
everything, so if Alice 
sends the key, Eve 
receives it too.

🔑

🔑

🔑



An analogy: paint mixing
• It turns out that this problem is solvable: Alice and 

Bob can share keys even with Eve eavesdropping 
• It relies on the fact that some tasks are easy to 

do, but hard to undo 
• Consider the analogy of mixing paint

(Easy!) (Hard!)
Mix Unmix



👩 🧔
Alice Bob

Step 1: Alice and Bob agree on a common color

👱
Eve

(Eve will see it too)

CommonCommon



👩 🧔
Alice Bob

👱
Eve

Private Private

Step 2: Alice and Bob each choose a private color



👩 🧔
Alice Bob

👱
Eve

Step 3: Alice and Bob mix their private colors with the 
           common color

Mix Mix



👩 🧔
Alice Bob

👱
Eve

Step 4: Alice and Bob share their mixed colors
(Eve will see them too)



👩 🧔
Alice Bob

👱
Eve

Step 5: Alice and Bob mix their private color with the 
           other person’s mix

Private + 
Bob’s mix

Private + 
Alice’s mix



👩 🧔
Alice Bob

👱
Eve

Key point: Eve can’t make this color, because she 
           does not have either private color

Private + 
Bob’s mix

Private + 
Alice’s mix



👩 🧔
Alice Bob

👱
Eve

While we thought about this for colors, we can think 
about this more generally as a method for exchanging 
keys. This is called Diffie–Hellman key exchange.

🔑 🔑
We are using 
the brown key

We are using 
the brown key



From colors to coding
• Some mathematical procedures behave like color 

mixing: they are easy to do but hard to undo 
• In particular Diffie–Hellman key exchange can be 

performed using modular arithmetic 
• Taking high powers of numbers (e.g. xa) in 

modular arithmetic is easy to do one way, but 
much harder to do in reverse, just like paint 
mixing.

See Diffie–Hellman key exchange on Wikipedia for more technical details.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diffie%E2%80%93Hellman_key_exchange


Thanks!
Chris H. Rycroft 

chr@seas.harvard.edu 
http://seas.harvard.edu/~chr/

Slides will be posted at http://seas.harvard.edu/~chr/present/inf_theory.pdf

(Unless otherwise noted, images are taken from Wikipedia.)
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